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his battles—careless and laughing, with that gesture of the
head, that gallant, smiling gesture, which has been an
eternal gesture in Irish history; it was most memorably
made by Emmet when he mounted the scaffold in Thomas
Street, smiling, he who had left so much; and more
recently by those three who died at Manchester. When
people say that Ireland will be happy when her mills throb
and her harbours swarm with shipping, they are talking as
foolishly as if one were to say of a lost saint or of an unhappy
lover, " That man will be happy again when he has a
comfortable income." I know that Ireland will not be
happy again until she recollects that old, proud gesture of
hers, that laughing gesture of a young man that is going
into battle or climbing a gibbet.1
To understand this paragraph is to understand one
side, at all events, of the Sinn Fein rising. The stories
of irrepressible gaiety that have filtered through
from Dublin, the pleasant tea-party in the midst of
the machine-guns in Stephen's Green, ' the Countess
in male attire, smiling and garrulous, discussing the
situation with her English prisoner, and ordering the
bill to be sent to the Irish Republic'; the man in the
Post Office who played ' The Wearing of the Green'
and ' Who Fears to Speak of '98 ? ' on the bagpipes
all through that terrific bombardment that reduced
O'Connell Street to a heap of smoking ruins; the man
who put up a recruiting notice (on what had once been
a wall at the corner) bearing this inscription: ' Men
of Ireland, join the British Army and save your towns
and fields from the fate of the towns and fields of
Belgium *; and last, but not least, that sardonic
Jacobin who cut out the heads of two high personages
from the picture in the College of Surgeons and wrote
underneath in large letters, ' Deleted by the Censor/
Pearse's gesture of a young man mounting the scaffold
seems to find its echo in the story of the mock execution
of the girl scout of fifteen whom all the torture of that

